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Chief Judge Edmund A. Sargus, Jr. 

Chief Magistrate Judge Elizabeth 
Preston Deavers 

Case No.: 2:19-CV-01041--EAS-EPD 

Chief Judge Edmund A. Sargus, Jr. 

Chief Magistrate Judge Elizabeth 
Preston Deavers 

DEFENDANT ROCHESTER COMPUTER RECYCLING & RECOVERY, LLC’S 
MEMORANDUM OBJECTING TO PLAINTIFFS’ JOINT MOTION FOR 

SETTLEMENT APPROVAL WITH SONY ELECTRONICS WITH ORAL ARGUMENT 
REQUESTED 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

This memorandum describes the basis for Defendant Rochester Computer Recycling & 

Recovery, LLC’s (“RCRR”) objection to Plaintiffs’ Joint Motion for Settlement Approval with 

Defendant Sony Electronics Inc. (“SONY”) [Olymbec Doc #484 and Garrison Doc #614]. RCRR 

believes Plaintiffs’ proposed settlement with SONY (the “SONY Settlement Proposal”) to be 

inequitable, unjust and unfair, and requests this Court enter an order denying Plaintiffs’ motion for 

approval because the SONY Settlement Proposal is not “fair, reasonable, and faithful to the 

objectives of [CERCLA]”; or in the alternative, if the Court approves of the SONY Settlement 
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Proposal, to include language in the order finding that the response costs incurred by Plaintiffs 

associated with the volumes of cathode ray tube containing electronic material (collectively, “E-

Waste”) shipped by RCRR and the other defendants to Defendant Closed Loop at SONY’s 

direction (“SONY-Related E-Waste”) are settled, and are not attributable to RCRR and any other 

similarly situated defendants who merely shipped the SONY-Related E-Waste to Closed Loop at 

SONY’s sole direction. 

Pursuant to S.D. Ohio Civ. R. 7.1(b)(2), RCRR asserts that oral argument is essential to 

the fair resolution of this motion practice because of the importance and complexity of the factual 

and legal issues presented where SONY seeks a pro tanto settlement credit to the detriment of 

defendants like RCRR who have readily identifiable quantities of E-Waste transported specifically 

at SONY’s instruction to the locations at issue in this matter. 

I. Introduction 

If approved, the SONY Settlement Proposal would resolve SONY’s liability for all claims, 

by any party, including potential contract claims by RCRR and contribution claims by RCRR and 

the other similarly situated defendants, against SONY for response costs associated with the E-

Waste at Plaintiff Garrison’s two contiguous warehouses located at 1655 and 1675 Watkins Road 

in Columbus, Ohio and at Plaintiff Olymbec’s warehouse located at 2200 Fairwood Avenue in 

Columbus, Ohio (collectively, the “Facility”).  RCRR objects to the SONY Settlement Proposal 

because SONY directed that all SONY-Related E-Waste be brought to the Facility.  

RCRR’s contracts with SONY expressly required “at SONY’s sole request Recycler will 

utilize Closed Loop Recycling & Recovery, Inc. (“CLRR”) as a downstream partner to process all 

CRT glass and/or CRT containing devices generated in direct relation to covered electronics 
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equipment (“CEEs”) per terms of this agreement.”  See Exhibits 1-5 of the Affidavit of Michael 

Whyte (“Whyte Aff.”), attached hereto as Exhibit A.1

As described in RCRR’s Answer to Garrison’s Second Amended Complaint [Doc # 550], 

RCRR’s Answer to Olymbec’s First Amended Complaint [Doc # 434], and as clearly shown in 

the documents RCRR provided to Plaintiffs, SONY, not RCRR, is responsible for arranging for 

the shipment of at least 11,040,671 pounds of E-Waste (out of the 16,417,553 pounds of the E-

Waste that RCRR allegedly shipped to the Facility) to Closed Loop.   

The SONY Settlement Proposal misapprehends that it is difficult to determine with any 

certainty the specific weights of E-Waste at the Facility attributable to any particular Original 

Equipment Manufacturer (“OEM”) – in this case, SONY.  Based on this reasoning, instead of 

applying a straightforward cost recovery formula based upon pounds of E-Waste that a defendant 

arranged to be delivered to the Facility (as applied in other settlements this Court has approved), 

Plaintiffs and SONY instead use an unknown and ambiguous “market share” calculation with 

little relation to the actual pounds of E-Waste brought to the Facility to justify SONY’s proposed 

settlement amount.   

Putting aside the unknown metrics that went into the market share calculation, the SONY 

Settlement Proposal completely ignores the discovery produced to date, which clearly 

demonstrates, at least in the case of RCRR, that there is a known, quantifiable weight of E-Waste 

that was arranged by SONY to be transported to the Facility by RCRR.  More importantly, 

applying the straightforward cost recovery formula previously applied in this matter to other 

settling parties demonstrates that the SONY Settlement Proposal is unfair to RCRR (and likely 

1 Exhibits 1- 6, were originally marked and produced as “Confidential” pursuant to the terms of the Protective Order 
filed in this matter.  These documents are being provided publicly with permission of SONY. 
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other remaining defendants), and will position Plaintiffs to double dip on their cost recovery while 

allowing SONY to not pay its fair share of response costs. 

RCRR’s discovery, and the shipment records, demonstrate that SONY is responsible for 

arranging at least 11,040,671 of the 16,417,553 pounds of E-Waste alleged to have been arranged 

by RCRR.  See Whyte Aff., ¶ 13.  In other words, SONY is the arranger for at least sixty-seven 

percent of the E-Waste that Plaintiffs attribute to RCRR.  SONY entered into a series of contracts 

with RCRR pursuant to which RCRR collected E-Waste from New York State to be processed, 

“at SONY’s sole request,” at the Facility to meet SONY’s New York State electronic equipment 

manufacturer obligations.  To allow SONY to settle this matter without consideration of the actual 

amount of E-Waste it directly arranged to be shipped to the Facility would be unfair under the 

circumstances to RCRR and the other alleged arranger defendants, and contrary to the goals of 

CERCLA.  To then apply a pro tanto credit, as requested in the joint motion to approve the SONY 

Settlement Proposal, in determining the shares of defendants other than SONY, allows the 

Plaintiffs to completely ignore the evidence in front of them (through discovery completed to 

date) and knowingly financially disadvantage RCRR and other remaining defendants by means of 

double recovery.   

In addition to SONY being an OEM with other potential CERCLA liability, the SONY 

Settlement Proposal completely disregards that SONY is the party that directly arranged for at 

least 11,040,671 of the 16,417,553 pounds of E-Waste alleged to have been arranged by RCRR.  

The SONY Settlement Proposal is therefore not “reasonable, fair, and consistent with the purposes 

that CERCLA is intended to serve.”  United States v. Cannons Engineering Corp., 899 F.2d 79, 

84 (1st Cir. 1990) (internal citations omitted).  Under the circumstances, this Court must deny the 

Motion to approve the SONY Settlement Proposal, or in the alternative, clarify that the settlement 
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with SONY settles all volumes of E-Waste that can clearly be shown to have been shipped to the 

Facility at SONY’s direction, including the 11,040,671 pounds that Plaintiffs allege RCRR is 

responsible for based on CERCLA arranger liability. 

II. SONY was the Arranger for 11,040,671 Pounds of the E-material Shipped to the 
Facility by RCRR

If CERCLA applies to the costs to remove E-Waste from inside the sound and 

weatherproof Facility, SONY, not RCRR, is liable as the “arranger” for all response costs 

associated with, at a minimum, the 11,040,671 pounds of E-Waste that SONY contracted with 

RCRR to collect and directed RCRR to ship to the Facility.  As discussed further below, and as 

provided in the 2014, 2015 and 2016 Statements of Work (“SOWs”) that were part of the contract 

between SONY and RCRR, RCRR was contracted by SONY to collect E-Waste for SONY to 

meet all of SONY’s obligations under the New York State Electronic Equipment Recycling and 

Reuse, Article 17, Title 26 of the New York State Environmental Conservation Law (“New York 

EPR Law”); and, “[a]t SONY’s sole request” RCRR was directed to ship that E-Waste to Closed 

Loop Recycling & Recovery, Inc. (“Closed Loop”).  See Whyte Aff., Exs. 2, 3, and 5.  The only 

E-Waste that RCRR shipped to the Facility during the period 2014-2016 was done pursuant to the 

requirements of its contract with SONY.  Therefore, SONY, by express contract, arranged for the 

SONY-Related E-Waste to be transported to the Facility, and conversely, RCRR did not arrange 

for the SONY-Related E-Waste to be transported to the Facility.        

The Sixth Circuit has identified two key purposes of CERCLA: “(1) to provide the federal 

government with the tools immediately necessary for a swift and effective response to hazardous 

waste sites[,]” and (2) to hold “those responsible for the disposal of chemical poisons [accountable 

for] the cost and responsibility of remedying the harmful conditions they created.”  Anspec Co., 

Inc. v. Johnson Controls, Inc., 922 F.2d 1240, 1247 (6th Cir. 1991) (internal citations omitted). 
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and see United States v. Consolidation Coal Co., 345 F.3d 409, 413 (6th Cir. 2003).  Liability 

under CERCLA Section 107 exists when four elements are shown: “1) the site involved is a 

“facility” within the meaning of CERCLA, 2) that a release or threatened release of a hazardous 

substance occurred there, 3) that the release caused the party to incur response costs, and 4) that 

the defendant falls into one of the categories of [PRPs] identified in § 107(a).”  While RCRR does 

not concede to Plaintiffs’ assertions that the first three elements have been met, for purposes of 

this Objection to the SONY Settlement Proposal, only the fourth element is discussed further.    

Relevant here is the third category of PRP, an “arranger.”  Section 107(a)(3) provides that 

“any person who by contract, agreement, or otherwise arranged for disposal or treatment, or 

arranged with a transporter for transport for disposal or treatment, of hazardous substances owned 

or possessed by such person, by any other party or entity, at any facility or incineration vessel 

owned or operated by another party or entity and containing such hazardous substances . . .”  is 

liable for response costs under CERCLA.  “In common parlance, the word ‘arrange’ implies 

action directed to a specific purpose . . . Consequently, under the plain language of the statute, an 

entity may qualify as an arranger under [Section 107(a)(3)] when it takes intentional steps to 

dispose of a hazardous substance.”  Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Ry. v. United States, 556 

U.S. 599, 611 (2009).  See also, United States v. Cello-Foil Prods., 100 F.3d 1227, 1231 (6th Cir. 

1996); GenCorp, Inc. v. Olin Copr., 390 F.3d 433, 445-446 (6th Cir. 2004).     

The Supreme Court has found that “[i]t is plain from the language of the statute that 

CERCLA liability would attach under [Section 107(a)(3)] if an entity were to enter into a 

transaction for the sole purpose of discarding a used and no longer useful hazardous substance.”  

Burlington Northern, 556 U.S. at 609.   
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A party can be held liable as an arranger even if they did not own or physically possess the 

hazardous waste in question, “so long as they had the authority to control the handling and 

disposal of the hazardous substances.”  Am. Cyanamid Co. v. Capuano, 381 F.3d 6, 24 (1st Cir. 

2004) (internal references omitted).  SONY, through the terms of its contract with RCRR and 

other similarly situated defendants, controlled the handling, transport, disposal and treatment of 

the SONY-Related E-Waste.  “A party’s responsibility . . . must by necessity turn on a fact-

specific inquiry into the nature of the transaction.”  Burlington Northern, 556 U.S. at 610 (internal 

citations omitted).   

In order to meet its New York EPR Law obligations for 2014, 2015, and 2016, SONY 

contracted with RCRR to collect E-Waste in New York, and directed RCRR to ship the SONY-

Related E-Waste to Closed Loop and no other facility for treatment.  Therefore, if CERCLA 

liability applies in this case to the SONY-Related E-Waste, defendant SONY is liable under 

CERCLA Section 107(a)(3), 42 U.S.C. §§ 9607(a)(3), as the person who by contract, agreement, 

or otherwise arranged for disposal or treatment, or arranged with a transporter for disposal or 

treatment, of hazardous substances owned or possessed by such person, by any other party or 

entity, at a facility owned or operated by another party or entity and containing such hazardous 

substances. 

RCRR was the sole recycler in New York State with whom SONY contracted to meet all 

of its New York EPR Law obligations, and RCRR shipped only SONY-Related E-Waste to the 

Facility, from 2014-2016.  SONY and RCRR entered into the following series of contracts: the 

Electronic Waste Recycling Services Agreement, which became effective on January 1, 2014 (the 

“Master Agreement”); Statement of Work #1 to Electronic Waste Recycling Services Agreement 

effective January 1, 2014 (“2014 SOW”); Statement of Work #1 to Electronic Waste Recycling 
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Services Agreement effective January 1, 2015 (“2015 SOW”); and, Statement of Work #3 to 

Electronic Waste Recycling Services Agreement effective January 1, 2016 (“2016 SOW”).  

Hereinafter, these agreements are collectively referred to as the “SONY/RCRR E-Waste 

Agreements”. See Whyte Aff., Exs. 1-5. Copies of the SONY/RCRR E-Waste Agreements were 

provided to Plaintiffs on July 7, 2020, in response to discovery requests dated May 27, 2020.   

Among other obligations, and as explained in further detail below, each of the SOWs 

required RCRR (who is referred to in the SOWs as “RECYCLER”) to provide collection, 

transportation, recycling (treatment), and reporting services to SONY in the State of New York; 

included a Not To Exceed CEE Weight that RCRR would collect and ship to the Facility (based 

on New York State’s stated SONY obligation); the price to be paid by SONY per pound (based on 

Closed Loop CRT processing costs), and, wherein SONY required RCRR to utilize Closed Loop’s 

Facility to process all CRT glass and/or CRT containing devices collected per the agreement. 

The relevant paragraphs of the SOWs (attached as Exs. 2, 3, and 5 of the Whyte Aff.) are 

transcribed below.    

2014 SOW 

Paragraph 5. Services and Expectations, provides: 

RECYCLER will provide collection, transportation, recycling, and reporting 
services (“Services”) for SONY in the State of New York in addition to the 
minimum requirements in accordance to Article 27; Title 26. Entitled “Electronic 
Equipment Recycling and Reuse”. 

Paragraph 7.  Material Downstream, provides: 

At SONY’s sole request RECYCLER will utilize Closed Loop Recycling & 
Recovery, Inc. (CLRR) as a downstream partner to process all CRT glass and/or 
CRT containing devices generated in direct relation to CEE’s per terms of this 
agreement. Should CLRR choose to increase prices to RECYCLER during Term 
of this SOW, RECYCLER reserves right to raise price to SONY at an equivalent 
rate. 
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Paragraph 9.  Volume and Rates for Service, provides: 

RECYCLER Not To Exceed CEE Weight Request: 6,050,000 LBS. (This is 
estimated number and will change when NYDEC assigns SONY is final 
obligation). 

2015 SOW

Paragraph 5. Services and Expectations, provides: 

RECYCLER will provide collection, transportation, recycling, and reporting 
services (“Services”) for SONY in the State of New York in addition to the 
minimum requirements in accordance to Article 27; Title 26. Entitled “Electronic 
Equipment Recycling and Reuse”. 

Paragraph 7.  Material Downstream, provides: 

At SONY’s sole request RECYCLER will utilize Closed Loop Recycling & 
Recovery, Inc. (CLRR) as a downstream partner to process all CRT glass and/or 
CRT containing devices generated in direct relation to CEE’s per terms of this 
agreement. Should CLRR choose to increase prices to RECYCLER during Term 
of this SOW, RECYCLER reserves right to raise price to SONY at an equivalent 
rate. 

Paragraph 9.  Volume and Rates for Service, provides: 

RECYCI.ER to recognize SONY’s carry-forward credit of 1,000.000 pounds from year 
2013-2014 and will work with SONY to consume these pounds over a 2-year period. 

RECYCLER Not To Exceed CEE Weight Request: 3,000,000 LBS. (This is estimated 
number and will change when NYDLC assigns SONY its final obligation). The final 
number shall be calculated by subtracting 500,000 pounds from the 2013-2014 carryover 
from the DEC assigned weight for 2015. 

2016 SOW

Paragraph 4. Services and Expectations, provides: 

RECYCLER will provide collection, transportation, recycling, and reporting 
services (“Services”) for SONY in the State of New York in addition to the 
minimum requirements in accordance to Article 27; Title 26. Entitled “Electronic 
Equipment Recycling and Reuse”. 

Paragraph 6.  Material Downstream, provides: 

At SONY’s sole request RECYCLER will utilize Closed Loop Recycling & 
Recovery, Inc. (CLRR) as a downstream partner to process all CRT glass and/or 
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CRT containing devices generated in direct relation to CEE’s per terms of this 
agreement. CLRR to process and ship CRT glass received from RECYCLER to 
downstream consumers within 90 days. Should CLRR choose to increase prices 
to RECYCLER during Term of this SOW, RECYCLER reserves right to raise 
price to SONY at an equivalent rate. 

Paragraph 8.  Volume and Rates for Service, provides:  

RECYCLER to recognize SONY’s carry-forward credit of approximately 
1,000,000+/- pounds from year 2014 and will work with SONY to consume these 
pounds over a 2-year period, ending 12/31/2016. 

RECYCLER Not to Exceed CEE Weight Request: 2,000,000 LBS. (This is 
estimated number and will change when NYDEC assigns SONY its final 
obligation). The final number shall be defined as: Subtraction of 1,000,000+/-
pounds from the DEC assigned weight for 2016. 

All E-Waste shipped by RCRR to the Facility from at least February 20, 2014 to March 24, 

2016 was shipped at the specific and sole direction of SONY so that SONY could meet its New 

York EPR obligations.  Whyte Aff., ¶ 11.  RCRR did not ship any other E-Waste to the Facility 

during the SONY contract period (2014-2016) for any other purpose.  As explained by Michael 

Whyte, and as evidenced in the shipping documents, approximately 11,040,671 pounds of SONY-

Related E-Waste was transported by RCRR at SONY’s sole request to the Facility.  Whyte Aff., ¶ 

13.   

This information was readily available to Plaintiffs (and SONY) in a chart attached as 

Exhibit 6 to the Whyte Aff., which was created by Michael Whyte at the direction and request of 

SONY September 14, 2018 and provided to Plaintiffs during initial discovery.  Moreover, RCRR 

provided specific interrogatory responses explaining that SONY directed RCRR to deliver the 

SONY-Related E-Waste to the Facility.  Therefore, it is clear that, if CERCLA liability applies, 

SONY, not RCRR, is the arranger responsible for any response costs associated with the 

11,040,671 pounds of SONY-Related E-Waste.  RCRR’s role as the shipper of the SONY-Related 

E-Waste to the Facility was akin to that of a common carrier who was required by its contract to 
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ship “all CRT glass and/or CRT containing devices” collected for SONY’s benefit to “Closed 

Loop Recycling & Recovery, Inc.”  

Since SONY contractually arranged for RCRR to transport 11,040,671 pounds of E-Waste 

to the Facility, pursuant to CERCLA Section 107(a)(3), 42 U.S.C. §§ 9607(a)(3), SONY is liable 

for response costs associated with at least that 11,040,671 pounds of SONY-Related E-Waste.  

See Burlington Northern, 556 U.S. at 609-610; Cello-Foil, 100 F.3d at 1231; GenCorp, 390 F.3d 

at 445-446.  Sony is also potentially liable to RCRR, based on contract and common law claims, 

for costs associated with this material.   

In order to preserve its rights, in addition to RCRR’s filing of this Objection to the 

Plaintiffs’ motion to approve the SONY Settlement Proposal, RCRR also, simultaneously, is filing 

a motion with the Court to amend its August 28, 2020 answers to Plaintiff Garrison’s Second 

Amended Complaint [Doc # 550] and Plaintiff Olymbec’s First Amended Complaint [Doc # 434].  

The request to amend its answers is to add CERCLA, contract and common law crossclaims 

against SONY.  RCRR could not add SONY as a party or include these crossclaims earlier in the 

litigation based on confidentiality provisions included in Article IV of the Master Agreement with 

SONY.  

III. The Market Share Settlement Formula Used in the Proposed SONY Settlement 
Agreement is Not Fair, Reasonable, or Consistent with CERCLA 

A court, in determining whether to approve a proposed settlement under CERCLA, must 

decide whether the settlement is “fair, reasonable, and adequate[,] in other words, consistent with 

the purposes that CERCLA is intended to serve.”  Garrison Southfield Park LLC v. Closed Loop 

Ref. & Recovery, Inc., 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 143838, *6 (S.D. Ohio, 2019) (internal citations 

omitted).  Moreover, a district court should neither “mechanistically rubberstamp” a settlement 

proposal, nor conduct a de novo review of the underlying merits of the settlement.  U.S. v. Akso 
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Coatings of America, Inc., 949 F.2d 1409, 1424 (6th Cir. 1991) (internal citations omitted).  The 

court’s review must be “thorough and penetrating” and it must perform a “searching review of the 

evidence and determine if the settlements represent a reasonable compromise.”  United States v. 

Cantrell, 92 F.Supp. 2d 718, 723 (S.D. Ohio 2000) (internal citations omitted).  The court must 

ensure that the proposed settlement is not “arbitrary, capricious, and devoid of a rational basis.”  

Id. at 724.  Thereafter, a reviewing court must “consider whether the decision was based on 

consideration of the relevant factors and whether there has been a clear error of judgment.”  Akso 

Coatings, 949 F.2d at 1426 (internal citations omitted).   

With respect to fairness, the court should evaluate this factor from the standpoint of both 

signatories and nonparties to the settlement.  See In re Eagle-Pitcher Indus., 1997 U.S. Dist. 

LEXIS 15436, *19 (S.D. Ohio 1997) (internal citations omitted).  While procedural and 

substantive fairness are both relevant factors, substantive fairness is a key issue in this matter.  

“Substantive fairness introduces into the equation concepts of corrective justice and 

accountability: a party should bear the cost of the harm for which it is legally responsible.”  

Cannons, 899 F.2d at 87 (internal referenced omitted).  It requires that “settlement terms be based 

upon, and roughly correlated with, some acceptable measure of comparative fault . . .”  Id.

Because the SONY Settlement Proposal as currently written does not take into account 

SONY’s arranger liability for the SONY-Related E-Waste that SONY directed RCRR to ship to 

the Facility, it is not fair, not reasonable, and is inconsistent with CERCLA.  The Sony Settlement 

Proposal also sets up for Plaintiffs to over-collect settlement funds in contravention of CERCLA. 

Therefore, this Court should deny the motion to approve the settlement, or in the alternative, 

clarify in its order approving the SONY Settlement Proposal that all of the SONY-Related E-
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Waste shipped to the Facility (by RCRR) at SONY’s direction is included in the SONY 

settlement.     

A. The Market Share Formula Does Not Properly Account for E-Waste that SONY 
Directly Arranged to Have Shipped to the Facility.  

As noted by Plaintiffs in their Joint Motion for Settlement Approval with Defendant Sony 

Electronics Inc. Memoranda (“Joint Memoranda”), the settlement formula used in the settlement 

agreements that have been approved by this Court to date [Garrison Docs # 312, 400, 536, 

Olymbec Docs # 239, 311, 420] were with PRPs alleged to be “arrangers” that shipped E-Waste 

to the Facility and were based on Closed Loop records that identify the total weight of E-Waste 

that a settling party arranged to be shipped to the Facility, as compared to the total weight of the 

E-Waste shipped to the Facility by all parties.  Joint Memoranda, pp. 7-8.  Plaintiffs then applied 

this percentage to the cleanup cost estimate of $21,933,193 to determine the settlement amounts.  

Id. at p. 7. The majority of the settlements approved by this Court to date have equated to the 

settling party paying $0.14/pound alleged to have been shipped to the Facility.  The recent 

proposed settlement with Compupoint equates to approximately $0.1691/pound. [Garrison Doc # 

559, Olymbec Doc # 440]. 

In stark contrast, here Plaintiffs state that because SONY is an OEM that did not directly 

ship material to the Facility, the settlement formula used in the SONY Settlement Agreement 

ought to be based solely on SONY’s national market share, its Extended Producer Responsibility 

(“EPR”) obligations, and other non-quantitative factors.  Plaintiffs and SONY state that this 

alternative settlement formula results in a settlement payment by SONY of $1.2 million, and that 

this amount and formula is appropriate due to the difficulty in ascribing specific weights of E-

Waste shipped to the Facility to specific OEMs.  According to Plaintiffs, the difficulty in ascribing 

a specific weight to an OEM is because the bill of lading for specific loads shipped to the Facility 
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do not identify the OEM that claimed credit for all or a part of the shipment.  Joint Memoranda, p 

8.   

However, as discussed above, it is not too difficult to determine the specific weight of the 

SONY-Related E-Waste that RCRR shipped to the Facility at the direction of SONY.  

Documentation provided by RCRR to both SONY and Plaintiffs clearly establishes that, at least 

11,040,671 pounds of the E-Waste shipped to the Facility by RCRR was for SONY, that SONY 

selected the Facility, and contractually required RCRR to collect and then ship this material to the 

Facility.  Whyte Aff., Exs. 2, 3, and 5.  There is no legwork for the Plaintiffs (or the Court) to 

undertake, the documents provided by RCRR to Plaintiffs in discovery speak for themselves. See

Whyte Aff. Ex. 6.   

Utilizing solely the proposed market share formula for a SONY settlement would 

contravene the requirement for a settlement to ensure substantive fairness as to non-settling 

parties, including RCRR and the other similarly situated defendants, and would be unreasonable 

under the present circumstances where the specific amounts of SONY-Related E-Waste RCRR 

was contracted by SONY to collect and directed by SONY to have transported to the Facility is 

easily determined.   

While this market share formula may be appropriate for other OEMs and/or other recycler 

defendants where there is not sufficient documentation showing that the OEM is directly 

responsible as the arranger for a specific weight of E-Waste shipped to the Facility, it is not 

appropriate for this proposed settlement with SONY.   

Based on the documentation provided by RCRR to SONY and Plaintiffs, it is clear that, if 

CERCLA arranger liability for this material applies, SONY is the actual arranger with respect to, 

and responsible for any response costs associated with, at least 11,040,671 pounds of SONY-
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Related E-Waste currently attributed to RCRR.  Allowing SONY to skirt its responsibility for 

more than two-thirds of the E-Waste attributable to RCRR would be inconsistent with the goals of 

CERCLA, which puts the onus on the responsible party to shoulder the clean-up costs.   

The SONY Settlement Agreement is not based on the specific weight of E-Waste SONY is 

potentially responsible for, would release SONY from liability for all cleanup costs associated 

with the Facility, and would take away the ability of other defendants to whom arranger liability is 

falsely attributed for the SONY-Related E-Waste to seek contribution from SONY.  Further, the 

extremely broad claim bar requested by Plaintiffs and SONY would not only bar CERCLA 

Section 107 and 113 claims against SONY, but also could operate to bar RCRR’s crossclaims 

against SONY under contract and common law, including its claim for contractual 

indemnification, which is not supported by CERCLA or appropriate in this matter.  Therefore, the 

SONY Settlement Proposal as currently proposed is not fair, reasonable, or consistent with 

CERCLA, and the Court should deny the Motion of Plaintiffs and SONY; or, in the alternative, 

state in its order that the settlement with SONY settles 11,040,671 pounds of SONY-Related E-

waste shipped by RCRR to the Facility at the direction of SONY. 

B. Allowing SONY to Settle Without Attributing the E-Waste it Arranged for RCRR to 
Transport to the Facility Sets Up Plaintiffs to Over-Collect Clean-Up Costs 

Further underpinning the inequities of the approach in the instant SONY Settlement 

Proposal, the Court should also consider that allowing Plaintiffs to settle with SONY without 

fairly attributing the actual amount of E-Waste arranged by SONY to be transported to the Facility 

for treatment will set up the Plaintiffs to effectively collect twice for the same E-Waste.  By way 

of explanation, the SONY Settlement Proposal allows SONY to walk away from this litigation 

without any measure or acknowledgement of known quantities of SONY-Related E-Waste 

transported to the Facility, i.e., at the explicit direction of SONY.  Thereafter, the remaining 
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defendants – including RCRR – are left without recourse for the E-Waste that SONY arranged for 

them to ship to the Facility.  Plaintiffs are then free to continue pursuing RCRR and other 

defendants for the “total amount” of all shipments by a recycler to the Facility, including 

recovering twice for shipments of the SONY-Related E-Waste.   

CERCLA section 114 (42 U.S.C. § 9614) is intended to prohibit such double-recovery of 

cleanup costs.  The statute specifically provides: 

Any person who receives compensation for removal costs or damages 
pursuant to this chapter shall be precluded from recovering compensation 
for the same removal costs or damages or claims pursuant to any other State or 
Federal law.  Any person who receives compensation for removal costs or 
damages or claims pursuant to any other Federal or State law shall be precluded 
from receiving compensation for the same removal costs or damages or claims as 
provided in this chapter. 

42 U.S.C. § 9614 (b) (emphasis added).  Simply stated, allowing SONY to settle out of this 

litigation without appropriately attributing the amount of E-Waste it arranged for RCRR to 

transport to the Facility creates the exact scenario that CERCLA Section 114 seeks to avoid – 

double-recovery by plaintiffs for cleanup costs. 

In Ashtabula River Corporation Group II v. Conrail, Inc., the Northern District of Ohio 

granted the defendant’s motion to dismiss because the complaint sought to recover the same 

damages under Ohio common law as it sought under CERCLA. 549 F. Supp. 2d 981 (N.D. Ohio 

2008).  The Court noted that § 114(b) prohibits recovery of the same costs, damages, or claims. Id. 

at 985. The Court reasoned that because the complaint asserted that all the costs were recoverable 

under CERCLA § 107(a), that the state common law claims were seeking the same costs recovery 

and, therefore, were dismissed. 

The Ashtabula River court, in its support, cited K.C. 1986 L.P. v. Reade Mfg. In K.C., the 

Eighth Circuit reviewed the trial court’s decision not to amend the Allocation Order in light of a 
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pretrial settlement. 472 F.3d 1009 (8th Cir. 2007). The Appeals Court determined that the trial 

court abused its discretion because private settlements are relevant to the allocation of liability. 

The Court noted that CERCLA directs courts to allocate response costs among liable parties 

using equitable factors, which includes the policy against double recovery. Id. at 1017. The Court 

concludes that crediting the amount of settlements reached with private parties is necessary to 

avoid double recovery. Id.

Given the explicit requirements of CERCLA Section 114, it is respectfully submitted that 

any agreement allowing SONY to settle in this matter should ensure that the specific amounts of 

E-Waste that SONY arranged for RCRR and other similarly situated defendants to transport to 

the Facility should not be included in any future cost recovery calculation to the benefit of 

Plaintiffs.  Furthermore, RCRR’s total share of E-Waste transported to the Facility should be 

recalculated so that the 11,040,671 pounds of SONY-Related E-Waste arranged by SONY are no 

longer allocated by Plaintiffs to RCRR. 

IV. The Pro Tanto Approach is Not Appropriate and the Court Should Apply the 
Proportional Share Approach 

Of additional concern to RCRR is the SONY Settlement Proposal’s suggestion to apply 

pro tanto any credit as against the remaining PRPs in this matter.  Under the pro tanto approach, 

Plaintiffs’ claims are reduced “against the non-settling defendants by the dollar value of the 

settlement.  Under this scenario, if the plaintiff settle for too little, all non-settling PRPs bear the 

risk of being held liable for more than their fair share of the response costs.”  Hobart Corp. v. 

Dayton Power & Light Co., 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 202349, **63-64 (S.D. Ohio 2016).  Putting 

aside the fact that RCRR has already demonstrated that the SONY Settlement Proposal is entirely 

too low because it is not based upon the amount of E-Waste that SONY arranged to be shipped to 
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the Facility, the pro tanto approach very specifically disadvantages RCRR more than any other 

defendant. 

Because SONY is settling for far less than its fair share of the E-Waste it arranged for 

RCRR to transport to the Facility, the pro tanto approach leaves RCRR and other defendants to 

make up the difference in shortfall of Plaintiffs’ monetary recovery.  The financial arrangement 

proposed in the SONY Settlement Proposal is already manifestly unjust as to RCRR.  However, if 

the pro tanto approach is applied, not only does RCRR have to account for over eleven million 

pounds of E-Waste that SONY obligated RCRR to transport to the Facility, RCRR does not even 

receive appropriate credit for the SONY-Related E-Waste under a pro tanto arrangement.  RCRR 

should instead receive the entire benefit of the SONY settlement arrangement, as it can prove it is 

demonstrably harmed by Plaintiffs’ abrupt departure from a weight-based approach to settlement 

and the consequent pre-mature departure of SONY from this litigation.  Because approval of the 

SONY Proposed Settlement could also bar all of RCRR’s claims against SONY going forward, 

including not only CERCLA claims, but also its contract and common law claims, RCRR would 

be further harmed and have no recourse.   

Therefore, it would only be fitting for this Court to depart from its prior application of the 

pro tanto approach and instead employ the proportionate share approach to the SONY Settlement 

Proposal.  Under this mechanism, Plaintiffs’ claims are reduced “against the non-settling 

defendants by the amount of the settling defendant’s proportionate share of fault, as later 

determined at trial.  Because the non-settling defendants are held responsible only for their own 

proportionate share, the plaintiffs must absorb any shortfall if they settle for too little.”  Hobart, 

2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS at *63.  As RCRR has demonstrated herein, and as the Plaintiffs could 
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have easily confirmed before they proposed the SONY Settlement Proposal, SONY is 

underpaying in this matter as compared to previous settlers.   

Since Plaintiffs choose to look away from readily available documents produced in 

discovery, they should not benefit from their failure to ensure that SONY, as another alleged 

arranger, contributes equitably to the clean-up costs at the Facility.  In the event the SONY 

Settlement Proposal is approved, Plaintiffs, and not RCRR and the other defendants, should be 

responsible for any shortfall in contribution from SONY, by application of the proportional share 

approach.   

V. Since the SONY Settlement Proposal is Not Fair, Reasonable, or Consistent with 
CERCLA, RCRR requests this Court Deny Plaintiffs’ Motion for Approval, or in 
the Alternative Specify that the Settlement Includes the SONY-Related E-Waste 
that SONY Arranged to be Shipped to the Facility for Treatment

As currently proposed, RCRR objects to the SONY Settlement Proposal.  It is arbitrary 

and capricious to allow SONY to settle out of this litigation solely based on a “market share” 

calculation when the other defendants who settled in this matter did so based on a straightforward 

cost recovery formula that took into consideration the amount of E-Waste allegedly arranged to be 

transported to the Facility, particularly where, as here, specific amounts of E-Waste can be 

attributed to the actions of SONY.  If the Court is nevertheless inclined to approve the SONY 

Settlement proposal over RCRR’s objections, RCRR requests that the amount of SONY-Related 

E-Waste it transported to the Facility, at the direction of arranger SONY, be removed from 

RCRR’s share of E-Waste currently alleged by Plaintiffs, or failing that, that a proportionate share 

approach to the settlement be applied.   

In other words, RCRR would not oppose a settlement between SONY and Plaintiffs, if the 

Court clarifies that claims related to E-Waste shipped to the Facility by defendants at SONY’s 

direction are all also settled, including 11,040,671 pounds of the E-Waste that are currently 
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allocated to RCRR, leaving RCRR responsible for no more than the remaining 5,376,882 pounds 

of E-Waste allegedly attributed by Plaintiffs to RCRR.  This would prevent a potential double 

recovery for clean-up costs on the part of Plaintiffs.  Moreover, such reduction would be 

consistent with the purpose of CERCLA to ensure that responsible parties pay their fair share of 

clean-up costs.  See Cannons, 899 F.2d at 87; cf. ITT Indus. v. BorgWarner, Inc., 700 F.Supp. 2d 

848, 877 (W.D. Michigan, 2010) (explaining the legal defense of divisibility and stating that 

“[d]ivisibility seeks to apportion liability based on relative contribution to harm, if such is 

reasonably ascertainable. Divisibility can be based on a variety of factors including volumetric, 

chronological, or geographic considerations, as well as contaminant-specific considerations.” 

(internal references omitted)). 

    VI.      Conclusion 

For all of the foregoing reasons, RCRR requests the Court to (1) deny the SONY 

Settlement Proposal; or in the alternative, (2) include in the order approving the SONY Settlement 

Proposal a statement that the settlement with SONY settles all volumes of E-Waste that are shown 

to have been shipped to the Facility at SONY’s direction, including the 11,040,671 pounds of 

SONY-Related E-Waste that Plaintiffs allege RCRR is responsible for based on a theory of 

CERCLA arranger liability.  Including such an alternative statement in an order approving the 

SONY Settlement Proposal would clarify the scope of the SONY Settlement Proposal, and 

appropriately and consistent with a proportionate share approach to a settlement based on the 

dubious “market share” calculation, preserve this Court’s otherwise pro tanto approach to 

settlements in this matter.    

Respectfully submitted, 
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VORYS, SATER SEYMOUR AND PEASE LLP 

By:  /s/ Christopher A. LaRocco 
Rodney A. Holaday, Trial Attorney   (0068018) 
Christopher A. LaRocco  (0093572) 
52 East Gay Street, P.O. Box 1008 
Columbus, Ohio 43216-1008 
Telephone: (614) 464-8356 
Facsimile: (614) 719-5112 
E-mail: raholaday@vorys.com

calarocco@vorys.com

BARCLAY DAMON LLP 

By:        /s/ Thomas F. Walsh
Thomas F. Walsh, Esq. (pro hac vice) 
2000 Five Star Bank Plaza  
Rochester, New York 14604-2404 
Telephone: (585) 295-4414 
Fax: (585) 295-8443 
Email: twalsh@hblaw.com

Danielle E. Mettler-LaFeir, Esq. (pro hac vice) 
2000 Five Star Bank Plaza  
Rochester, New York 14604-2404 
Telephone: (585) 295-4358 
Fax: (585) 295-8443 
Email: dmettler@barclaydamon.com

COUNSEL FOR ROCHESTER COMPUTER 
RECYCLING & RECOVERY, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on December 10, 2020, I electronically filed the foregoing with the 

Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system. Notice of this filing will be sent by operation of 

the Court’s CM/ECF system to all parties indicated on the electronic filing receipt. Parties may 

access this filing through the Court’s system.  

  /s/ Christopher A. LaRocco
Christopher A. LaRocco 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO 

EASTERN DIVISION  

GARRISON SOUTHFIELD PARK 
LLC,  

Plaintiff,

v. 

CLOSED LOOP REFINING AND 
RECOVERY, INC., et. al. 

Defendants. 

OLYMBEC USA, LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

CLOSED LOOP REFINING AND 
RECOVERY, INC., et. al. 

Defendants. 

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 2:17-CV-00783-EAS-EPD 

Chief Judge Edmund A. Sargus, Jr. 

Chief Magistrate Judge Elizabeth 
Preston Deavers 

Case No.: 2:19-CV-01041--EAS-EPD 

Chief Judge Edmund A. Sargus, Jr. 

Chief Magistrate Judge Elizabeth 
Preston Deavers 

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL WHYTE 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 
) ss.: 

COUNTY OF MONROE ) 

MICHAEL WHYTE , being duly sworn deposes and says that: 

1. I am, and at all relevant times was, the President of Rochester Computer Recycling 

& Recovery, LLC (“RCRR”).   

2. I am familiar with facts set forth herein, and respectfully submit this Affidavit in 

opposition to the Plaintiffs’ Joint Motion for Settlement Approval with Defendant Sony 

Electronics Inc. (“SONY”).  
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3. It is my understanding that SONY contracted with RCRR to satisfy all of its 

obligations under the New York State Electronic Equipment Recycling and Reuse law between 

2014 and 2017. 

4. Effective January 1, 2014, SONY and RCRR entered into an Electronic Waste 

Recycling Services Agreement (“Master Agreement”), under which RCRR agreed to provide 

collection, transportation and recycling of electronic waste services for Sony, and further agreed 

that Sony would submit to RCRR more particular Statements of Work (“SOWs”), to be executed 

by both parties, for the services to be performed by RCRR.  Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true 

and accurate copy of the Master Agreement between RCRR and SONY, bearing bates numbers 

RCRR004255-276. 

5. At the same time, RCRR entered into Statement of Work #1 to Electronic Waste 

Recycling Services Agreement Dated January 1, 2014 Between Sony and Company, effective 

January 1, 2014 (“2014 SOW”), under which RCRR would provide “collection, transportation, 

recycling, and reporting services (“Services”) for SONY in the State of New York”, and to clarify 

that it was SONY and not RCRR that selected the Closed Loop Facility, the 2014 SOW directed 

RCRR, “at SONY’s sole request,” to “utilize Closed Loop Recycling & Recovery, Inc. (CLRR) to 

process all CRT glass and/or CRT containing devices generated in direct relation to [covered 

electronics equipment] per terms of this agreement.”  Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and 

accurate copy of the 2014 SOW, bearing bates numbers RCRR004277-280. 
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6. Effective January 1, 2015, SONY and RCRR entered into Statement of Work #1 to 

Electronic Waste Recycling Services Agreement Dated January 1, 2014 Between Sony and 

Company (“2015 SOW”) under which RCRR would continue to provide “collection, 

transportation, recycling, and reporting services (“Services”) for SONY in the State of New York” 

and again, the 2015 SOW directed RCRR, “at SONY’s sole request,” to “utilize Closed Loop 

Recycling & Recovery, Inc. (CLRR) to process all CRT glass and/or CRT containing devices 

generated in direct relation to [covered electronics equipment] per terms of this agreement.”  

Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and accurate copy of 2015 SOW, bearing bates numbers 

RCRR004281-284. 

7. Effective January 1, 2016, SONY and RCRR agreed to extend the terms of the 

Agreement through December 31, 2016 through the Amendment to Electronic Waste Recycling 

Services Agreement Dated January 1, 2014 Between SONY and Recycler (“Amendment”).  

Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and accurate copy of the Amendment, bearing bates number 

RCRR004285. 

8. Effective January 1, 2016, SONY and RCRR entered into Statement of Work #3 to 

Electronic Waste Recycling Services Agreement Dated January 1, 2014 Between Sony and 

Recycler (“2016 SOW”) under which RCRR would continue to provide “collection, transportation, 

recycling, and reporting services (“Services”) for SONY in the State of New York” and again , the 

2016 SOW directed RCRR, “at SONY’s sole request,” to “utilize Closed Loop Recycling & 

Recovery, Inc. (CLRR) to process all CRT glass and/or CRT containing devices generated in direct 

relation to [covered electronics equipment] per terms of this agreement.”  Attached hereto as 

Exhibit 5 is a true and accurate copy of the 2016 SOW, bearing bates numbers RCRR004286-289. 
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9. In addition to the SOWs’ contractual requirement to utilize Closed Loop, Doug 

Smith, Director at SONY, also communicated to me several times that all cathode ray tube 

containing electronic waste material (“E-Waste”) collected by RCRR for SONY was to be 

delivered to Closed Loop for recycling.  

10. Sony intended for RCRR to bring all of the Sony-related, New York sourced E-

Waste to Closed Loop.  RCRR, certainly, did not intend to arrange for treatment or disposal of 

hazardous substances by shipping E-Waste per Sony’s instruction, to Closed Loop for recycling.   

11. From February 20, 2014 through March 29, 2016, all E-Waste delivered by RCRR 

to 1655 and 1675 Watkins Road in Columbus, Ohio (the “Facility”) was delivered per the terms 

of the Agreement, the Amendment, 2014 SOW, 2015 SOW, and 2016 SOW.  In other words, all

of the E-Waste transported by RCRR to the Facility from February 20, 2014 through March 29, 

2016 was at the direction and arrangement of SONY per the terms of the cited contracts. 

12. From February 20, 2014 through March 24, 2016, RCRR did not deliver E-Waste 

to the Facility on behalf of, or at the request of, any entity other than Sony.   

13. RCRR delivered at least 11,040,671 pounds of E-Waste to the Facility from 

February 20, 2014 through March 24, 2016 at the direction of SONY. 

14. At SONY’s request, I created a table with the amount of E-Waste that RCRR 

transported to the Facility on behalf of SONY per year during the years 2014, 2015, and 2016.  

This table was provided to SONY on September 14, 2018.  Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is true 

and accurate copy of the table created for and provided to SONY.   

15. Upon information and belief, the table was produced to Plaintiffs and other parties 

in this matter on July 7, 2020. 
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16. As demonstrated by invoices, bills of lading, and other documents produced in this 

matter, and summarized in the table, RCRR shipped 11,040,671 pounds of E-Waste to the Facility 

at SONY’s direction from February 20, 2014 through March 24, 2016.  RCRR had no choice in 

the selection of the Facility. It was the arrangement that SONY required. 

17. RCRR advised Plaintiffs in its Responses to the First Set of Interrogatories and First 

Request for Production of Documents by Plaintiff Garrison Southfield Park LLC, served on July 

7, 2020, that SONY played a role related to the transportation of E-Waste to the Facility, and that 

SONY “arranged” for RCRR to transport E-Waste to the Facility per the terms of the contracts 

between RCRR and SONY.     

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested that the Court deny the Plaintiffs’ Joint Motion 

for Settlement Approval with Defendant Sony Electronics Inc. in its entirety, or in the alternative, 

require that the 11,040,671 pounds of E-Waste that SONY arranged to be brought to Closed Loop 

Recycling & Recovery, Inc. be deducted from the amount of E-Waste that RCRR is alleged to 

have brought to the Facility, together with such other and further relief as the Court deems just and 

proper. 
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EWASTE+ Material Shipped to Closed Loop on behalf of SONY during the period 2/20/14-3/24/16

Closed Loop - Shipment Breakdown QTY % Glass

Recycling Exp (Material Recycling Expense)

CRT Glass - Broken (CRT Glass - Broken (lbs.) For Recycling) 18,045 100.00% 18,045.00

CRT Glass - Whole (CRT Glass - Whole for recycling) 801,184 100.00% 801,184.00

Monitor/ Term (Monitor Recycling/Processing) 618,939 58.00% 358,984.62

TV Recycling (TV Recycling Expense) 9,281,144 58.00% 5,383,063.52

TV Recycling-Rear Projection (TV Recycling Expense- Rear Projection (lbs.)) 321,359 10.00% 32,135.90

Total Recycling Exp (Material Recycling Expense) 11,040,671 6,593,413.04
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Year SONY NY Goal

Additional Pounds 

placed in Escrow

 Total Pounds 

Collected 

Escrow Pounds 

Used                 

(25% of Goal)

CRT Pounds Sent 

to Closed Loop

CRT Pounds Sent 

to URT

 Non-CRT Pounds 

Sent Elsewhere 

 Total Pounds 

Processed 

2014 4,420,621 1,000,000 5,420,621 5,420,621 5,420,621

2015 3,611,520 1,427,799 5,039,319 4,528,005 511,314 5,039,319

2016 3,421,029 1,978,705 5,399,734 855,254 1,092,045 3,196,310 1,111,379 5,399,734

2017 3,868,608 2,621,262 5,522,718 967,152 3,187,566 2,335,152 5,522,718

Total 15,321,778 7,027,766 21,382,392 1,822,406 11,040,671 6,383,876 3,957,845 21,382,392
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